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The convergence of the optimal cost of a stopping time problem u, as c 1 0 is 
studied. An estimate of the rate of convergence when uE+ 0 is given. Some 
properties of the optimal stopping times e, are also given. 
0. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS 
We consider the optimal cost U, (E > 0) of a stochastic stopping time 
problem corresponding to a parabolic variational inequality (V.I.) which 
degenerates when E ] 0. 
One of our basic results is the study of the convergence of U, as E 1 0 in 
the general case. In [ 11 Bensoussan and Lions have studied the elliptic case 
with an obstacle and final cost which are both zero. Our approach is rather 
different because we use a penalized method which permits us to obtain a 
stronger convergence result. We also state convergence for the optimal 
stopping times. 
On the other hand, using more extensively the estimates of Ventsel and 
Friedlin [5], we obtain estimates of the rate of convergence when u,+ 0 as 
E 1 0. We use essentially probabilistic methods. 
We shall summarize the results of the article. Let P be an open bounded 
subset of R” with C2 boundary aP. Let Q = P x 10, T[, T < tco, and 
r;=ap x lo, T[; we define the family of second-order differential operators, 
M)=-g& - gi(x, f> & + dx, [I, t>o, I I I 
where the functions 
giE C’(Q), 1 <i<n, and cECO@), c>a>o. 
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Next, let f, w, h, zi be regular functions with compatibility conditions. We 
consider the problem: find a function uE, solution of 
-(&,/at) + A,(t) u <f a.e. in Q, 
%G w  in Q, (0.3) 
(u, - w>(-@%lW + A,(t) u, -f) = 0 a.e. in Q, 
u 811 = h, z&(x, T) = Q(x). 
Following [2] we know that this problem has a unique solution and U, can 
be interpreted as the optimal cost of an optimal stochastic stopping time 
problem. 
If we set’ 
+ E%W) exp - jT c(.W), A> dA xsa> T, t B=T (0.4) 
where y”(s) =&(s), s >, t, is the diffusion on R” with Lipschitz continuous 
coefficients g and &I’, 
f’ = 7:, = inf (s > t] y”(s) & fl}, 
and 67 is a stopping time, then 
(0.5) 
(0.6) 
Let y”(s) = y:,(s) be the solution of the ordinary differential equation 
dy’(s)/ds =&y”(s), s), s b 6 y”(t) = x, (0.7) 
and 
50 = 50 XI = inf(s > t] y”(s) CZ P}“. (0.8) 
’ By 0 A SE we denote the minimum between B and rE. 
* We extend g outside Q such that it becomes a Lipschitz function on IR” x 10, a~ 1. 
3 Here r0 = +w if Vs > I, y’(s) E F. 
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We introduce the “normalized action functional” of (5 1 
ZAPO) = j)’ $ - .dP(S), s> 1: & if cp is absolutely continuous 
= $03, 
otherwise, (0.9) 
where q E C”( [t, co I). We set, for any (A+, t) E Q, 
Z,(x, f) = inf V,,(yl); ~1 cdl> = x, r(v) < TJ, (0. IO) 
where r(p) = rJq~> = inf { s > tlq(~) @ P).” We see that Z,(x, t) is continuous 
in Q and then 
3, = {(x, ~1 E QlI,.(x, t) > 01 (0.11) 
is open in the relative topology of Q. We consider 
~~(-5 r> = ,j$ ,. -C,(@>, (0.12) -. . 
where 
J$(O) = E~OnTof(yo(s), s) exp -1’ c(y”(A), 1) d;l ds 
I I 
+ W(Y’(@, 0) exp - ,(” c(Y”(A), A) dJ x0< rOAy 
I 
+ Eh( y”(ro), 5’) exp - 
.I’ 
TO 
c(y”(4, A> dl x,0< 7 
I T”<O 
+~IS(y”(~~w-,(7 c(y”(l),A)dAx,o,r. (0.13) 
I 0 ‘T 
We state 
THEOREM 0.1. For any compact subset K of 3,, 
l&i? sup / U&K, l) - U,(X, t)j = 0. (0.14) 
K 
We remark that when Z,(x, r) > 0 we have r” > T and then 
’ Here r(p) = +CC if Vs > f, p(s) E F’ 
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lim,, P(r’ ( r> = 0. We get a similar result in the case I&, t) = 0. More 
precisely, let 
3, = {(x, t) E QlrO < T}, (0.15) 
3,={(x,t)~Qlr”=T}. (0.16) 
We shall assume for some results that there exists w such that (w 
independent of E) 
w E W1~Oo(Q); 
-gLlw-ggp in G’(Q) for small E; (0.17) 
I 
Remark 0.1. A sufficient condition for (0.17) to hold is: 
Let P be given by 
p= {<E ~“l@G) < 01, P= {(E R”(cD(g=o} 
with Qi E W*+“O(iR”) and IV@(x)1 > 1 on ~?(cp and suppose that 
g(x, t) V@(x) > y > 0 on Q and that y is independant on (x, t). Then we get 
(0.17) for w(x, t) = (l/y) Q(x) and small E. 
THEOREM 0.2. (1) For any (.x, t) E 3, we have 
vi u,(x, r> = uo(x, 0. 
(2) If (0.17) holds, we haoe 




for any compact subset K of 3 L. 
Then, we remark that when Z,(x, t) = 0, we have 
ljz P(rE > T) = 0 




‘Heren’=+co ify’(s)EF Vs>t. 
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and 
;y"AT=T a.s. for any (s, t) with r” = T. (0.22) 
For the optimal stopping time we obtain the following properties: Let 
fiE= inf{s E [t, T]lu,(y’(s), s) = y(y”(s), s)}; (0.23) 
we know that f?, is an optimal stopping time for (0.6). We get 
THEOREM 0.3. (1) For any (x, t) E 3, 
l&i? Jp,) = U”(X, t). (0.24) 
(2) IJO. 17 holds and ~(y”(z”), r”) = h( yO(~o), s”)for any (x, t) E 3,, then 
li’: J$(8,) = u,(x, t). (0.25) 
Concerning the rate of convergence of U, in the case where u,+ 0 as E 1 0, 
we establish the following results: 
THEOREM 0.4. Zf Z,(x, t) > 0 and there exists a unique I$ where ZJrp) 
achieves its minimum in (O.lO), and 
then 
lim UE(x’ ‘) 
E+O zJ(r” < T) 
< h(@(f), 2) exp - 1’ c(@), A) dk6 (0.26) 
I 
Further, if h($(f), sl) < 0, then 
Iirn %(X, t> 
E-0 P(r” < T) = h(@(?)), f) exp - IT c(@(I), 2) dl. I 
(0.27) 
A similar result for equation is due to [5]. We remark that if h < 0, then 
U, is the solution of 
u, E Wz3’-“(Q); 
-@,/at) + A,(f) u, = 0 a.e. in Q; (0.28) 
u EJZ =h; uE(x, T) = 0; 
and (0.27) is the same result as in [5]. 
’ Where we set i= $6). 
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Therefore, if the diffusion exists from @ before time T at some point 
y”(f) E {< E a@] /z(r) < 0}, it is desirable to stop it. Otherwise, we wait for T. 
We can show also a more precise result under an additionnal assumption. 
THEOREM 0.5. We make the same assumptions as in Theorem 0.4 and 
wlz = h; (0.29) 
then 
We now consider another case (corresponding to zif 0). Let 
HT(x, t) = inf{I,&)l p(t) = x, v(s) E @, t < s < 7’1; (0.32) 
we remark that HT(x, t) is finite and if A0 < T, then Hr(x, t) > 0. We get 
THEOREM 0.6. If ty > 0, f = 0, ~7 > 0 in d and h = z& = 0, then 
5 &* log 2$(x, t) < -HT(X, t). (0.33) 
Obviously, (0.33) is interesting for the (x, t) E 3 I such that .4’ < T. 
Now if we consider the V.I. in one of the weak formulation cases (see 
[2]), then we get 
THEOREM 0.7. If~>k>Oin~,ti=yl(~,T)>OinFandf=O,h=O, 
then 
Fz 2 log z&(x, t) = -H,(x, t). (0.34) 
The results are organized as follows: Section 1 contains preliminary 
lemmas, Section 2 contains convergence results, and Section 3, has a 
discussion of the rate of convergence. 
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1. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
Let C”( [t, 03 [) be the space of continuous functions q(s), t ,< s < + co, 
t > 0, with range in R” endowed with the compact uniform convergence 
topology. We define the first exit time of (D from /t: 
Then we have 
r(q) = inf{s > t]yl(s) 6Z F),’ (1.1) 
P is an open bounded subset of R”. (1.2) 
LEMMA 1.1. The functional r(q) is lower semicontinuous in the sense 
that $9, +n+m q in C”([t, co [), then 
r(v) G “!& aI). Cl*31 
Proof: First we have the evident case t(p) = t. Next consider the case 
t < t(q) < +oo. Then there exists a constant a such that 
t(p) > a > t (1.4) 
and the subset K, = {V(S)] s E [t, cz] ) is a compact subset of P. 
We have qPn -+ v, uniformly on each compact subset of [t, +co [ ; then for 
suffkiently large n, q,(s) E’P for s E [t, a]. This implies r(q,) 2 a for large 
n and 
lim r(q,) > a. ni (1.5) 
Since a is arbitrary, we deduce (1.3). Now, if r(p) = +m, (1.3) is also 
verified. I 
Define now the first exit time of a, from ?,’ 
A@) = inf {s > t(f&s) $G P}.’ (1.6) 
LEMMA 1.2. The functional A(p) is upper semicontinuous in the sense 
that ifco, -+n*m rp in C”([t, a[), then 
(1.7) 
’ We set f(q) = +co if p(s) E P, Vs > t. 
* Here 7 is the closure of p. 
’ We set xl(p) = +w if p(s) E FVs > 1. 
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Proof. First, if /i(p) = +co, then (1.7) is clearly satisfied. Now if 
t < A (rp) < + co, let y > 0 and consider the interval [A (cp), /i(q) + y 1. We can 
choose t, E [A(q), /i(q) + y] such that 
v(t,> E [R” - a10 
since p,,(t,) + &t,). Thus for large n we have also 
and 
A(P,) G $Gw + Y for large n. 
Then 
hm 4~~) < 4~) + Y (1.8) 
and since y is arbitrary, we deduce (1.7). For A(o) = t, we get again 
(1.7). I 
Remark 1.1. If we consider the function p E C’([t, T]) (where q(s) is 
continuous on [t, T], t < T < +co, p(s) with range in R”), we extend it by 
(D(S) = rp( 7) for T < s < t co to obtain a function in C”( [ t, co [ ). Then we can 
define r(o) and A(q) in the same way as in (1.1) and (1.6). 
Let (a, R, P) be a probability space; let (Y’),>. be a nondecreasing 
rightcontinuous family of completed sub u-fields of jr; and let w(t) be a 
Wiener process with respect to .P’ with values in R”. Let g(x, t) be a 
function such that 
and 
g: R” x [0, T] -+ IR”” and g is measurable (1.9) 
I g(x, f) - g(x’, t>l < co Ix - x’ I, 
(1.10) 
I g(x, w < c,o t 1x1’). 
We consider the diffusion y”(s) =&(s, o), E > 0, s > t, w  E R, and x E R”, 
solution of the following stochastic differential equation in the strong sense: 
dy”(s) = g(y”(s), s) ds t E dw(s), s > t, y”(t) = x. (1.11) 
We denote by rE = r$’ the first exit time of y”(s) from e. (1.12) 
” The set of interior points of A is denoted by [A]. 
” We extend g such that it becomes a Lipschitz function on IFi” X 10, ~01. 
‘* We have r(y”(., w)) = r’(w) VW E f2. 
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Now let v”(s) = y:,(s), s > t, x E R”, be the solution of the ordinary 
differential equation 
dy’(s) =&v”(s), s) ds, s > t, y”(t) = x. (1.13) 
We consider the first exit time of y”(s) from P, 
to = r;, = Q”), 
and 
A0 =A:, =A(y”), 
the first exit time of v”(s) from 8. We have 
LEMMA 1.3. For any (x, t) E d 






- hm rE A r” < r” 
E-0 
a.s. (1.17) 
On the other hand, (1.16) is evident if r” = t. 
Suppose now that t < to < +co. Then using the same arguments as in 
Lemma 1.1, we have for E < E~(o; a; x, t) and a such that r” - a > t 
since 
(y”(s)lsE [t,r”-a]}cP (1.18) 
Thus z” > r” - a and l&+, TO A r > r” - a. Since a is arbitrary, we have 
~&T~AT~>T~ a.s. (1.19) 
E-r0 
and then (1.16). If r” = +co, To > C, then we have also 
{ YYSIS E [t, to1 I = 8. 
Hence P > To ; since To is arbitrary we obtain again 
&j f = +cm a.s. 
and then (1.16). 1 
(1.20) 
(1.21) 
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LEMMA 1.4. If (0.17) holds, then for arbitrary small E we obtain 
E(z”A T-z;A T)&C6 for any (x, t) E Q, (1.22) 
where 
rg = inf {s > t( y”(s) 6Z e8}, 
(1.23) 
ProoJ Let &,, be a regularizing positive convolution kernel 
L(x) = CIm”+1&4xl), (1.24) 
where C, is a constant such that j c,(x) dx = 1 and c(t) is a nonnegative 
infinitely differentiable function given for t E [0, +co [, 
0) = 1, near the origin, 
= 0, for t>l. 
Let w, be the convolution w  * &,, with respect to x (in calculating these 
convolutions, we put w  = 0 outside 0). We note that w,(t, . ) E CT@“) and 




%< -1 + y,(x, t) a.e., (1.25) 
Ym(X, ‘> =C,(X-Y) g (Y> t) + [ gi(Y, t) -gi(Xy t)] $ dY* I I 
Since [,(x - y) = 0 for Ix - y 1 > l/m, we get 
IIYmlloo < II WIIW’.” x,y:,j~-J< ,,m I dY3 0 - &l t)l 
fclO,Tl 
(1.26) 
and 11 y,,, Iloo + 0 as m + +co. Using It8s formula we get 
E(fA T-G A T><(ll(l -ll~,Ilmo))E~w,,,Cv”(~~ A T),GA r) 
- w,(Y”(~: A T), 5: A T>l 
for m large enough. 
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Now making m -+ +co yields 
E(7” A T - 7; A T) < E{ w(y”(7” A T), 7’ A T) 
- w( ~“(7; A T), 7; A T) ) (1.27) 
but we know that w(y”(7” A 7'), 7’ A 7') < 0. Thus 
On the other hand, since ~“(7:) E ac4p, and there exists c E &? such that 
I Y”(73 - Cl = 6, (1.29) 
using the facts that w]~ = 0 and w E w’qa(Q), we get (1.22). 1 
Remark 1.2. If (0.17) holds, we can also show that 
7’AT-7;AT<C6, 
where 7: is the first exit time of y” from Pd. 
We introduce now the “normalized action functional” of [5 ] and recall its 
properties. 
Z,Av)) = 1’ 1% - d(o(s)> s) /* & 
= +w, 
if o is absolutely continuous, 
(1.30) 
if a, is not absolutely continuous. 
The functional Z,,(q) exhibits, so to speak, the difficulty in the realization 
of a process passing close to a given function 9. More precisely, we have the 
two Ventsel-Freidlin estimates [ 51 
(i) for any 6 > 0, x E R”, t > 0, and rp E C”([t, T]) such that p(t) = x 
!g E2 ‘og wy,p, I Y”(S) - P(S)1 < 4 > - Z,AP)l (1.31) 
i.e., the probability of a trajectory of y”(s) passing inside a very small tubelet 
around the function p(s) during the time [t, T], for small E, has the form 
exp -Z(V))/&~. 
(ii) for any x E R”, t > 0, introduce the set 
@Xl(Q) = la, I v(t) = 4 ZAP> < a I (1.32) 
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for any a > 0. For any a > 0 and 6 > 0, 
- 
bz 2 log P(d,,(y”, @,,(a)) 2 cy3 < -(l - a) a + a(T- t), (1.33) 
i.e., the probability of a trajectory y”(s) missing @,,(a) by a distance larger 
than 6 does not exceed a quantity of order exp -U/E* or slightly larger. 
We denote by P:( the probability measure corresponding to J&(S); then 
following [3, 51, we have from (i) and (ii) 
(i,) for any x E R”, t > 0, and for any open set G c C”([t, T]) 
g E* log f’:,(G) > - $n$,,(cp), (1.34) 
where G,, = {rp E G 1 q(t) = x}, 
(i2) for any x E R”, t > 0, and for any closed set Fc C”(( t, T]) 
5 EZ 1% mF) < -y,,(d, (1.35) 
where F,., = {cp E Fjq(t) = x}. 
Notice that for appropriate sequences of sets, we can deduce (i) and (ii) 
from (i,) and (i,). In the following we use essentially the form (i,) and (iz) of 
the Ventsel-Friedlin estimates. 
We have also the interesting properties of the functional Z&J). 
THEOREM 1.1 (see [3, 51). (1) The functional Z,7.(~) is lower semicon- 
tinuous in the following sense: if IJI, + a, in C”((t, T]) for the uniform 
convergence topology, then 
(1.36) 
(2) Zf K is a compact subset of IF?“, let 
@lc,r@) = lull@> EK and ZAP> G a 17 a > 0. 
Then @x,r(u) is u compact subset of C”(( t, T]) for the uniform 
convergence topology. (1.37) 
(3) From (1) and (2) we have that on each nonempty closed subset of 
C”( [t, T]) such that the values q(t) lie in some compact set of R”, the 
functional Z,,(v) attains its minimal u&e. 
I’ Here d,,W, @,,(a)) = inLv,,,, SUP,~~~~ 1 Y”(S) - @)I. 
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LEMMA 1.5. Let (x, t) E 3, such that A, ( T. Then 
5 6’ log P(r’> T) < -inf (I,r(v)); tpltp(t) =x,/i(q) > T}. (1.38) 
ProoJ We have 
P(r” > T) < P(A” > T) = P;,((olA(yl) > T). (1.39) 
We know that /i (. ) is an upper semicontinuous functional, hence {(D 1 p(t) = x, 
A(q) > T) is a closed subset of C”( [ t, r]) with the uniform convergence 
topology. 
Using the (i2) estimate of Ventsel-Freidlin, we get 
5 E’ 1% PXPI~((ID) 2 T> < -inf{ltT(v); 
ddt)=x,A(yl>> Tl. (1.40) 
On the other hand, Theorem 1.1 implies that the infimum is attained. Thus 
since A0 < T, we obtain 
-id V,,((o); rp Iv(t) = x, A (VI> TJ c 0, 
which completes the proof of the result. I 
(1.41) 
Remark 1.3. Let K be a compact subset of 3, ; then if we set 
jT(xy 0 = infP,,((o); cplv(t) = x,A(vo) 2 Tl, 
we obtain, for small E and arbitrary v > 0 
P(f > T) < exp { - (mLnjr(x, t) - v)/E’}. (1.42) 
Now we define the function 
I,@, t> = inf {ZtT(qP); cp IulO) = x, t(cp> < TJ 
for any (x, t) E Q; we have 
(1.43) 
LEMMA 1.6. Assume that I,(x, t) > 0 and that IJ.) attains its minimum 
in (1.43) in a unique function ~$3; then 
‘,‘I”: P( sup 1 y”(s) - q?(s)1 > 6/2 17’ < T) = 0, 6 > 0. 
t<s<T 
(1.44) 
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Since t(e) is lower semicontinuous, A* is then a closed subset of C”([t, T]). 
So, using the (i2) estimate we obtain 
5 E2 log PWS) < - inpP), (1.45) 




lo(o(t) i& < T, ztT(v) = ZITW = ZTk t)* (1.46) 
Following [5] we have 
l$ &* log P(F < T) = -Z7.(x, t). (1.47) 
thus 
2 &* log{ [P( sup ( y”(s) - G(s)] > 6/2, rE < T)]/P(z” < T)} < 0, (1.48) 
t<s<T 
and from this inequality we deduce (1.44). m 
Let IJ E C”(o) and let 0 be a stopping time, 19 E [t, T]. We set 
A: = {OJ I ,sy Y”(S) - 4(s)\ < 6/L 7” < 7-1, 6 > 0, 
. \ 
(1.49) 
where $ is as defined in Lemma 1.6. We slightly extend a result of ]5]. 
LEMMA 1.7. ZfZT(x, t) = It=(G) and 4 is unique, then for any 0 and E > 0 
we have on A: 
1 lj(y”(8 A rE), 8 A 7&) - i+qrge A ;>, 8 A ?)I < a(6), (1.50) 
where a(6) -+ 0 as 6 -+ 0. Here a(6) is independent of w, 8, and E. 
Proof: Let V, be a closed neighborhood of &Y such that if l E P and 
d(& V) ,< 6, then c E V,. Let 
tls = inf {s >, t]$?(s) fZ Ps). (1.51) 
We consider two cases: 
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Case (i). 
z^= T. 
Here we have clearly that ? < ? on A f, and since 
we have also 
t”> f,. 
Sot^,<z”<5^onAtandthen 
o~r=Ae-~~seB,<Ae--f,Ae,<r”-~~, for any e, 
f8Ae-fs^e<fAe-r”Ae<0, for any e. 
(1.52) 
(1.53) 
We have on A ,d 
where 
1 t,T(y”(B A f), 0 A r’) - $(@(B A f), t? A 5 )^ 
,< P,(W + r^  - t”s> + PoMf - Qd), (1.54) 
and 
Thus, taking a(d) =p,((y/2) + r”- f8) +P&- f6)), we get (1.50). 
Case (ii) z” < T. Suppose that 
there exists no time r” such that 5  ^< ? < T and @(r”) E Jfr. (1.56) 
Then if we denote 
” The boundary of the neighborhood Vs is denoted by aV,. 
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we have on A: 
rE < t;, (1.57) 
because a trajectory that belongs to At cannot reach the boundary @ after 
e(s) has left V,. 
We have also 
4, < SE on A:. (1.58) 
Combining (1.57) and (1.58) we obtain f, < tE < t^ k and then for any 
stopping time 8 we have 
Finally, we set 
where p,(6) is defined in (1.55). Using the fact that 
5^;, - f8 -+ 0 as 6 10, (1.61) 
we obtain again (1.50). 
To complete the proof, it remains to show (1.56). This part of the proof is 
exactly the same as in [5, p. 221. 1 
2. CONVERGENCE RESULTS 
We first state a result on the convergence of u, when Z,(x, t) > 0. 
2.1. The Case 1,(x, t) > 0 
Let us consider the V.I. in the strong formulation case 
u, E W23’*p(Q), 
u, < WY -@,lW + A,@) u, a- a.e. in Q, 
(u, - w)(-(i3uJat) + A,(t) u, -f) = 0 a.e. in Q, 
(2.1) 
Uclz = h, 2$(x, T) = U(x). 
We suppose that 
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v E coca -g + A,(t) w E ~"K?> for small E > 0, p > 4~2 + 1, 
aw 
at], = Oy 
(2.2) 
h =PIz, PE W'*"(Q), h 4 vlr, 27 E w'q(">, c< w(. 5 T), 
$P = h(. 7 r>lw f E c"(e). 
Following (21 we know that there is only is only one U, verifying (2.1) and 
uE(x, t) is given by (0.9). We have 
THEOREM 2.1. If (1.18), (1.19), and (2.2) hold, then 
!‘; sup ] UE(X, t) - Uo(X, t)] = 0 for any compact K of Do, (2.3) 
K 
where uo(x, t) is given in (0.12) and I, in (0.11). 
Proof: The proof is divided in two steps, the convergence of the 
penalized optimal cost u,” as E ] 0 and the convergence of ~0” as g 1 0. 
Step 1. Consider an auxiliary problem, called the penalized problem 
u” E W2T1’p(Q), E 
-$ + A,(t) 24,” + $ (u,” - I//)’ =f a.e. in Q, (2.4) 
u:,~ = k 242(x, T) = G(x). 
This problem has a unique solution, which can be characterized as the 
value function of a stochastic control problem. Indeed, let v(t) be any 
adapted process such that 
v(t) E [O, 11, t> 0, (2.5) 
and 
J”x,(v) = E j*&** 
I 
[s(Y”(s), s> + $u(s) v4YE@), s> ] 
X exp - ls c(y”(l), L) dA . exp - Ls 9 d3, 
+ Eh(y"(t"), 7') exp - r]” c dl exp - l’“F dA xrc< 7 
+EzT(y’(T)exp-jTcdA. exp-jT*dA~,E>r.J5 (2.6) 
t I v 
” Sometimes we write c for c(y”(L), A) or c(yO(l), 1). 
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Then we have 
uz(x, t) = i;f J;(u). (2.7) 
In the first part of this proof we show that 
iii sup 124:(x, t) - 24:(x, r)l = 0 uniformly in q, (2.8) 
K 
where 




X exp - cdAexp- 
I J s 4) -dA 1 ? 
+ EP( y”( T)) exp - iT c dA exp - LT F dJ.; (2.9) 
24:(x, t) = i;f c,:(v). (2.10) 
Indeed 
43) - Jm 
IcA ’ =E 
I I t 
f( y”(s), s) exp - j: c dA --$( y”(s), s) . exp - j: c dA] 
X exp - J s 41) -dA ds 1 ? 
-E j7~ATf(y0(s),s)exp-[cdAexp-~~~dAds/ 
v(Y”(s)~ 8) exp - [ c dA - w(y”(s), s) exp - (: c dA] F 






u(s) -exp - 
I 
s u(n) -dA ds 
f 9 1 9 I 




x exp - 
-7 v(A) 
J ----d/i . xz~r t v 
-E~(y”(n)exp-j~‘cd~exp-~~~di.~.~,,i 
+ Eh( y’(f), rE) exp - 6’ c di exp - I:’ % dk . x+< r 1 ; 
J;;(v) -Q(u) = I + II + III + IV. 
We estimate these four terms separately 
IV<Ccp(z”< 7Ji6 
r< CP(Z& < 7’) + E jT If(y+), s) -.I-(Y~@), slds . x+>r 
t 
+ El* If(sO(s), s)l x 
t 
exp - j’ c(y”(A), A) dll 
t 
-exp- c(Y”@), A> d. ds * i&E> T 
,< c 
1 
P(t” < T) + P 
Cz 







P2 - = ( 1 2 sup I,.S,:~z.SzCi2 Ic(&, s*) - 4r2, s,>l. ll,-~*l+ls*-~2l<w 
” Here and in what follows we denote by C various constants which do not depend on the 
variables and parameters under consideration. 
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For II, we proceed in the same manner and we use the fact that 
I 





so we obtain 
II < c 
[ 




I Y”(S) -Yowl a 4 
) 
where p,(6/2) is defined as in (2.13) with v/. For III, we have also 
III < c 
[ 








where p,(d/2) corresponds to zYi. 
Finally, collecting all these estimates, we deduce 
I JXV) - Jx4 < c 
L 
P(sE < T) + P 
( 
sy<pr / y”(s) -y”(s) > ; j 
\ 
(2.17) 
On the other hand, we have the following estimates on K: 
P(f < r> < exp[(-m> IT@, t) + v)/E’] 
for any v > 0 and small E, 
p(t:y,pT I Y”(S) --Y~(s)I > a/2 < exp - cUV~2>y 
-. 
for some & and small E 
(see [S] for the proof of (2.19)). So 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
Q C [exp - crn;n 1,(x, t)/2s2) + exp -@t/s’) + ii1 pi (:) ] (2.20) 
and if we make E + 0 and then 6 --t 0, we obtain (2.8). 
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Step 2. To complete the proof, we shall show that 
‘,‘y sip 1 qx, t) - u&x, t)l = 0. 
We remark that uz(x, t) can be written in a deterministic form, 
s) + $ v(Y”(s>, s> 
I 
exp - j‘ c dA 
t 
x exp - i 
* a> -dAds 
t 2 
+ U( y”( T)) exp - 1’ c dA exp - 1’ % dA, (2.22) 
(2.21) 
where u is deterministic, u(s) E [0, I]. 
Next, let 1 be a deterministic stopping time, 2 E [t, T] . We set 
V/(S) = 0, if s<l, 
(2.23) 
= 1, otherwise. 
Let us first prove that 
Indeed, let 
uo” > uo on 3,. (2.24) 
Sq = &!, = inf{s E [t, T]lu~(y”(s), s) > w(y”(s), s)}; (2.25) 
then 
u;(~,r)=f’If(y~(s),s)-+(ul-r)’ (y’(s),s)]exp-I:cdJ.ds 
+ u;l(y”(&), 8”) exp - se c d1 on Do, 
t 
and from the definition of 0” we obtain that 
#(x, f) = Jo,,(@), (2.26) 
where J”,,( ) is given in (0.13); hence (2.24). We evaluate J$‘(u,) - p,,(1): 
-cm) - Jo,t(O 
=[ (f+$y)(y’(s),s)exp-[cdlexp-l?dAds 
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+ z7( y”( T)) exp - (’ c dA exp - lS : (A) dA 
t 
- ff(r”b), s) exp - [ c dl ds - v(y”(O, 0 x,< T exp - 1’ c dA 
f t 
- Q(Y~(T)) xl=T exp - jr c dJ t 
= 
I 




X exp - -ds + 
I 
7 [v4Y0W9 s) - V(Y0(4 01 
s-l 5 
Xexp-- exp - I 
c dA ds 
v t 
- exp - 
+ C(YO(T)) x 
T-l T 
T-6<I<T 






+ ~Y~GVX~+~ exp - - exp - c dA. 
9 I 
so 
J;;(q) -J;,(l) = I + II + III + IV + v + VI + VII. (2.27) 
We have the following estimates: 
IGCC?, 
III < C exp - $, 
II<Cexp-$, 
IV < Cd, 
v < Cp3(C’8). 
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We have also 
VI + VII 










+ [%'"(T))-'h'o(T)~ T)lxT--l'+l'TeXP--$+ exp - jTcdA 
I 
T-l 
+ MY"mJ)- 'y(yO(l),z)lXr-nai<Texp-~exp-jTcd~ 
f 
< C[exp - V/v) + 6 + PdC’41. 
Finally, collecting terms, one obtains 
sy I G(x, f> - uo(x, 41 < C[6 + exp - (d/2) + p,(C’@]; (2.28) 
then, making v -+ 0 and then 6 + 0, we deduce (2.21). Combining (2.8) and 
(2.21) yields (2.3). 1 
Remark 2.1. Estimates (2.18) and (2.19) will be used more extensively in 
Section 3, where we study the rate of convergence of u,~. 
Remark 2.2. 
Iff= 0 and ti= 0, we have uo(x, t) < 0 on 3, (2.29) 
since uo(x, t) < inf vt (y”(s), s) exp - 1: c(y”(A), A) dA x,< T = 0. So, 
ifW>O,wegetu,=Oon3,. (2.30) 
In the following we prove the existence of an optimal stopping time; more 
precisely, we have 
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THEOREM 2.2. If (1.18), (1.19), and (2.2) hold, then 
uo E C0(3,), 
-@&/a0 + A,(t) uo Gf in @‘(Do),” 
in 3,, 
(2.3 1) 
uo Q Y 
-(au,/at) + A,(t) uo =f in g’([u, < w] 3,),” 
and the stopping time 
8, = inf {s E [t, T]l uo(yo(s), s) = k@“(s), s)} (2.32) 
is optimal if 8, ( T, i.e., 
uob, f) = &(Bo) if go < T. (2.33) 
ProoJ: Equation (2.3 1) is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.1. To prove 
(2.33), let p E @([u, < ~1 3,) such that 
p=l on a compact subset of its support. (2.34) 
We have 
We see that o. E Co@?” x [0, T]). By regularization we get 
I 
IAT 
x exp - c(Y~@), A> dk 
I 
for any 1 E [t, T]. If we choose p such that 
p=l on {(Y”(S), s), s E [t, 1 A T]} (2.37) 
(2.36) 
” We define A,(t) = -gi(3/axi) + c. 
” Here (u, < y] 3, = ((x, t) E 3,lu,(x, t) < y(x, t)). 
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with t < I < 8, (clearly if 4, = t, then (2.33) holds). We obtain from (2.36) 
and (2.37) 
uo(x, t) = j’f( y”(s), s) exp - IS c(yO@), A) dA ds 
t t 
+ uo( y’(Z), 1) exp - \’ c dL 
“I 
(2.38) 
Now letting I-+ fi, yields (2.33). 1 
2.2. The Case Z,(x, t) = 0 
Now we shall prove a convergence result in the case where Z,(x, t) = 0. 
We state 
THEOREM 2.3. Assume (1.18), (1.19), and (2.2) hold; then (1) if we also 
assume (0.17), then we have 
F-7 sy 1 u,(x, 4 - udx, t)l = 0 for any compact K, K c 3;, , (2.39) 
where uE(x, t) is defined in (0.9) and 
u,(x, t) = ,c’;& E j e “‘f( y”(s), s) exp - (,‘ c dL ds 
t 




(2) For any (x, t) E 3, we have 
l&i? u,(x, t) = uo(x, t). (2.41) 
Proof: (1) We consider the case rtt < T, i.e., (x, r) E 3,. We shall 
evaluate J!JS) - J:,(B): 
J:.(B) - .I$(@ = E 
I 
~‘““f( y”(s), s) exp - is c( y”(A), A) d1 ds 
t t 
- jteAToJ( y”(s), s) exp - [ c( y”(A), A) d1 ds 1 
+ E 
I 
v(y”(O 6) ev - je c(Y”@), A  dA .xecTAzc 
t 
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- vl(~“(e>, 0) exp - je c(Y’@), 4 dk xecrO f I 
I 5 
re 
+ E ~(Y”(~~),~? xrt<T exp - c( y”(A), 1) d r”(t3 t 
I 
50 
- W0(70), 7°)~T~<o exp c(Y”@), 1) dA 
I I 
5 
T + E~~Y”(T))x~=~~~~~xP - c( y”(A), A) dil. 
t 
We set 
J:,(e) -J”,,(e) = I + II + III + IV. 
We shall estimate these four terms separately. 
I<E 
s :JAzt If(~~(s), $11 ds 
If(Yds), s) --f(YO(S), s)l ds 
s ehr’ +E ehrO/\ro V(Y”@), s)l ds 
+ElsnronrE If(~~(s), 4 x t exp - jts c(y”(4,4 dA 
- exp - 
I ’ c(y”@), A) dA 
ds. 
I 
= 1, + I* + I, + I, 
Using the continuity off and c we obtain 
12 G cww + P’,~WT I Y”(S) -Yowl 2 ml, 
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dsx s”p,<,<T(ycw -YO(S)i < 6/i- x+< T  
We remark that 
If sup 1 v”(s) --y’(s)/ < 6/2, then 5: < tE, 
t<s<T 
(2.44) 
and if we suppose that r& < T, then ri < 7’. So, we have finally for I, and I, 
I, < CbO - 6 + O,pT I Y”(S) -YO@)l > WI1 
I, < C{E(f A T - 7; A T) + I’(? > T) (2.45) 
+ p’tsy~T I Y”(S) -YO(S)l 2 Q)L 
and we obtain for I 
I < C{r” - r; + E(r’ A T - 5; A T) 
+ 67” > T> + PI W) + P2W) 
+ p’t;;~T I Y”(S) -YOW 2 WI\. (2.46) 
For IV we get the estimate 
Iv < mjx ) n(C)1 P(P > T). (2.47) 
To estimate II and III we consider the neighborhood V, of M defined in 
(1.63) and we associate to each stopping time 0, the stepping time defined by 
es = e, if S<ri, 
= T, if 822:. 
(2.48) 
Then we verify that 
O~r0Ae,-roAe~70-T; (2.49) 
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and 
Jm - Jo,,(&) 
=E 
I eATof(yo(s), s) exp -1: +“(A), d) dA ds eshd 
Then 
2 -c(z” - r:) + E[v(y’(e), e) exp -1” c(y”(A), n> dA 
t 
- NJJ~(~*), 5’) ev -~‘04~oO~ 2) dA 
t 1 
Xr;(e<ro* 
But we have ~1~ > h; thus 
f”,,(6) - &(6& > -C(t” - 5:) - p3(C’(ro - 5:)) for small 6, (2.50) 
where 
&(C’(SO - Tog)) = sup - 
l,.S,;1*.‘+Q 
I vl(&, Sl) - v/(r*, %)I- 
11,-12l+ls,-s2l~C’(7o-r~~ 
Next, for II we have (letting B = 8J 
II Q CP(r” > T) + E 
[ 
v(yE(e6), 8,) exp - je6 c d2 Xebcze 
t 
- w(Y~(~A ~,)exp - ~e6~d~~e6cr]~y~<~ 
< CW”> T> + E 
[ 
v(f(e), 8) exp -1’ CdAXe<rc- W”W9 4 
t 
e 
x exp - 1 1 C dA XecrO t 6 
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x exp - ,fe c dl- v/(Y’(@, 6) exp -In c dA] xe< T60 t 1 TE< T  
xx S”P,(sCTIY&(S)-YO(S)I <s/2. 
Therefore, we get 
II < C{P(P 2 q + P 
i 
sup 1 y”(s) - yO(s)( > 25 + p 
ISS<T 2) 3(4)+41* 
(2.5 1) 
Now for III we obtain 
III = E h(y”(r”), r”) exp - I’ c dA xrc< T 
hea 
- ~(Y’(T’), 5’) exp - 1” c dlx,o,e,], I 
III = E h(y”(s”), 5’) exp - r]” c dA xTE< T 
- h(yO(rO), 5’) exp - i]r’c dl]Xea=r 
+ E 
I 
h( ye(?), 7’) exp - {,” c dL xrL< T 
+ieb 
- h(yO(tO), To) exp - {y”c dA]xeacT 
4 E Ih( yE(tE), z’) - h(y”(to), r”)l exp - i:‘c dl xTEcT 
+ E 1 h(yO(rO), r”)l x 
I 1 
exp - “c dL - exp - ITo c dA x+~<~ 
I I 
+ C’P(rC > T) + C”PtwT I Y”(S) - YO(S)l 2 w 
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+ E ] h(.f(f), f) - h(y”(ro)~ r”>l &<T 
?E<TO 
+ E INY”(~), 4 - h(yO(rO), r’)lx+<T rE>rO 
= CvYf 2 T) + mg, I Y”(S) -YOW 2 ml 
+ III, + III, + III, + III,. (2.52) 
III, GE I l~z&<roxsup,~,~~,yec,,-yo(s),<~/z + W~y$T I Y”(S) -Y’@)I 2 WI 
< E I/?(y”(r” A r’), rE A r”) - /3(y”(r” A r’), rE A to)1 x~E<+, 
+ E IP(Y”@” A r”), r” A 5’) -P(y”(r”>, roll x~;<~c<~o 
+ cp ‘,:v, I Y”(S) -YO@)l > fv2) 
< Ch@P) + WvT 1~9) -y’(s)1 > a/2) + E I Ix~;<G<G, (2.53) 
where 
s 
P5 - = 
( ) 2 
sup 
IlrS,:iz&~~ 
ML9 SI) -P(L9 %)I* 
II1-Izl+lsl-~zl~~/~ 
Using the Sobolev inequality, we get for the last term in (2.53) 
E I IX+<TE<tO 
< c IIPllwLLDtQ, E[j y”(rE A to) -y”(ro)j + (?A r” - r”I]YxTi<rE<,o 
for some y > 0. Then 
EJh(y’(r” A r’), rE A 5’) - h(yO(rO), rO)lXzi<rE<TO < C(r” - rl)‘. (2.54) 
Thus for III, we obtain 
IIII<C]PS (+)+p (~~~~TIYE(s)-Yo(s)(>_~) +C(r”-ri)yl. (2.55) 
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Now, to estimate III, we proceed as for I; then 
III, < C{ (5’ - 5;) + P( sup ( Y”(S) --y’(s)( > 6/2) + p,(6/2)}. (2.56) 
t<SCT 
For III, we have 
III, < Ejh(y”(7” A T), rE A T)  
- h(YO@” A 07 tE A T)Ixs”p,<*<7 ,y~(s)-Y”Wl<6/2 
+ E(h(y’(7”A T), 7& A r) - w0(70), ~OIXT;*T<rO<,~AT 
As for (2.54), we obtain 
W(Y’(~” A r>, 7’ A T)  - h(yO(tO), 7’11 L~,,T<+I<~cAT 
< C[E(r’ A T- 7; A Z-)1’, 
so 
III, < C{p,(V) + fY~y,p, I Y’(S) -~Y~(s)l > W) + IE(7’A T-  78 A 01: 
(2.57) 
Finally, we get for III, 
III, < C{p,(6/2) + P( sup 1 y”(s) - y’(s)l > 6/2) + E(r’ A T - 7; A T). 
t<s<T 
(2.58) 
Collecting all the estimates we have 
%(X7 0 < CtV,) 
<Jo,,(B,)+C (t’-~;)~+ [E(t’A T-7;A T)]’ 
I 





SUPI Y"(S) -Yowl> G,+j+ (3 
(2.59) 
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and since 
r” - r; < Cd (see Remark 1.2), (2.60) 
P(,zy,p,. I v"(s) --Y~(s)I 2 WI < exp - NW), 
E(fAT-r;AT)&CS (see Lemma 1.4), (2.61) 
P(r’ > T) < exp - (mFjr(x, t)/2~*) (see Remark 1.3), (2.62) 
we get 
uE(x, t) - u,(x, t) < C 
r 
CY + exp - ($/E’) + exp - (mFj=(x, t)/2s2) 
(2.63) 
We shall now establish an estimate for the other inequality. 
For this, we define the stopping time 0: associated to a stopping time 0 by 
eg = 8, if 8 ( t; A T, 
= T if tl>,riAT, 
(2.64) 
which plays the same role as 8, below. We have 
O(r’Ae~-r”Ae(r”AT-r~AT 
and for the evaluation of J:,(e) - Ji,(ei) we get 
c,(e) -cm 
(2.65) 
> - C(6 + [p3(cv4 + 8’*) + V2] + P(F) T)). (2.66) 
Next, we estimate II and III with 8 = 8:. We obtain a similar estimates 
with different constants. On the other hand, since the estimates for I and IV 
are uniform in t9, they remain valid. Collecting terms we get finally 
e,(e) 2 ~“geg - cp2 + ~~(61’4 + iv) + p(f a T)) 
>&(&J-C{ }-C’((r”-r~)Y+[E(rcAT-r~AT)]Y 
hence 
u&G 0 2 uo(x, 0 - C{ } - C’{ ) (2.68) 
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Collecting (2.63) and (2.68), we obtain (we let E -+ 0, then 6 + 0) 
iii sup I u,(x, t) - uo(x, [)I = 0, (2.69) 
K 
which completes the proof of part (1). 
(2) Now, we consider the case r” = T. 
J>,(e) - J”,,(e) = E jeAT’f( y”(s), s) exp - jS c( y”(A), A) dA ds 
I l 
- v(Y~(@ 4 exp - je 4v”W9 A) dA xe< T f 
+ Eh( y”(f), rE) exp -I” c(y”@), 1) dA xTE< T 
t T”<B 
+ JWY”(T)) exp -IT c(yVh A) dA xehrc= 7 I 
= I + II + Eh(f(e), e) exp - j” C( y(n), n) dA x,&< 7 
t T%t? 
- We(T), T) ev - jT c(v”(4,4 dA x+ccT I e=T 
+ WW’)) exP - jTC(J’“(~),~) dAXeArc=T I 
- ~(.Y~(T), r> exp - j'c( y”(A), A) dA XtcaT 
t e=7 
= I + II + III + IV. 
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We have the following estimates for these four terms: 
(2.70) 
where A,(E) = E[exp - a(? A T> - exp - aT] since c > a > 0. 




- exp - c(Y”@>, A) dA = A*(E) + C. A&); (2.71) 
t 
we use the fact that U(y’(T)) = ~(yO(z’)) = h(yO(T), T). 
To estimate terms II and III we proceed as for part (1). Then 
Jo,,(@ - cm > --c(T - a - Pj(C’(T - a), 
and 
(2.72) 
II<C 1p3 ($+,, (~)+~(,~~~TIY&(s)-Yo(s)>p)~, (2.73) 
III f C 
I 
[E(s” A T - q A z;)]’ + (T - 7;)’ 
+ p 
( 
*:ywT I Y”(S) -Y”(S)l a 5 “) + P2 (;) +ps (;) 1. (2.74) 
On the other hand, 
c,(e) - J3W 
2 - CE(f A T - s”s A Z-+) + E[&“(Q 0) - y(y”(t”), T”)] 
1 
8 









+E(-Q(f(T)) + hW(fA T), 7"A r>] exp -~Tcdrl+TGe<,Ehr 
I 
~9 T  
+ Eh(y”(z+ A T, f A T) 
c d,4 + exp - 
> - C(6”* + ,o#‘* + 8”4) + E(t” A T - r; A 5;) + d4(&)}, (2.75) 
where d4(&) = E[h(yE(7" A T), Z’ A 7’) - zi(y”(T))]. From Lemma 1.3 we have 
lim T A S’ = T 
E’O 
as. and as. (2.76) 
Thus 
!‘+nJ Ai = 0 with i = 1, 2, 3,4, 
(2.77) 
So, using (2.77) we get 
(2.78) 
which complete the proof of (2). I 
Following [4] we have 
t$ =A0 Xl a.e. in Q. (2.79) 
Thus if condition (0.17) does not hold, we can state an almost everywhere 
convergence in (1). We have 
THEOREM 2.3. If (1.18), (1.19), and (2.2) hold, then 
$y & f) = uo(x, t) a.e. on 3,. (2.80) 
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ProoJ Let (x, t) E Q be such that r$ = AZ, ; then since r” < T we have 
from Lemma 1.5 lim,,, P(t” > T) = 0. On the other hand, if we prove that 
7 
!+yE(r”AT-r;AT)<r’-rO, (2.81) 
and since all the estimates of Theorem 2.3 remain valid, we get (2.80). 
To prove (2.81) we remark that, for any (x, t) E Q 
lj~E[(/i’AT)V(rl”AT+loAT]=O 
(the proof is similar to that of Lemma 1.3) so 
E(~AT-~“,AT)~E[/~“AT-(~“,AT)A(~~,AT)] 





Now using (2.79) we get (2.81). 1 
We shall study an interesting particular case: 
THEOREM 2.5. If(1.18), (1.19) and (2.2) hold and 
f=O, h = 0, v> 0, (2.83) 
then 
‘,‘,:: us(x, t) = 0 for any (x, t) such that /i:! < T. (2.84) 
Proof. Using estimate (2.63) we clearly get (since u. = 0 from (2.47)) 
l&l+? q(x, t> < 0. (2.85) 
On the other hand, 
and so 
!& 2$(x, t) > 0, 
E'O 
which completes the proof. 1 
(2.86) 
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Remark 2.2. We can also prove that for any compact K c 1(x. f) E 
QPl, < Tl 
!‘; sup (u,(x, t)/ = 0 
- K 
with the same assumptions. 
In what follows we are concerned with the existence of an optimal 
stopping time. We state 
THEOREM 2.6. If(l.lS), (1.19), (2.2), and (0.17) hold, then 
uo E CO(&), 
-(@@> + Ao(Q uo Gf in @‘(3,), 
uo < WY 
-(au,/ar) + A&) 240 = f in Q’(luo < &,)r 
(2.87) 
and the stopping time 
do = inf{s E [C T]l uo(ro(s), 8) = v(y”(s), s)} (2.88) 
is optimal if 8, < ro, i.e., 
u,(x, t> = J”,,(Q. (2.89) 
Proof: Using Theorem 2.3, we obtain (2.87). Now, to prove (2.89) we 
proceed as in Theorem 2.2; we deduce 




X exp - c d1, (2.90) 
I 
and t<l<6’,,so 
uo(-G f> = (“f(yo(s), s) exp - 1’ c dL ds 
I I 
+ uo( y”(8,), 8,) exp - l@ c dA 
= Jm, 
(2.91) 
which completes the proof. fl 
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In what follows we consider the behaviour of the sequence of optimal 
stopping times. Let us make precise this for the two preceding cases 
separately. We state 
THEOREM 2.6. We make the same assumptions as in Theorem 2.1; then 
yz w,> = uo(x, t) on 3,, 
where 8, is defined in (0.25) 
Proof: Clearly, we have z+,(x, t) Q JzJf?,) and so 





GE(S) = 0, if s(S,, 
= 1, if s&8,. 
Here G,(s) is an adapted process. Therefore, using estimates (2.27) and (2.17) 
we obtain 









t P(, :;I$ I Y”(S) -YOM 2 6) 
I 
+ Jixv^,) - UQ. 
For the last term we have, following [2], the estimate 
Jz(v^,) - J:,<dJ < C[C?“~ t p2(d1’lo) t exp - (6/q) + a] (2.94) 
Now, letting q + 0, then E -+ 0, and then 6 + 0, we have 
5 JX> < u,(x, t). I (2.95) 
We have also 
THEOREM 2.7. If the assumptions of Theorem 2.3 hold and 




~~ J:,<e,> = u,(x, t) on 3,. (2.97) 
Proof: We have clearly 
u&, t) < limJ0,,@,). (2.98) 
Now to complete the proof we evaluate <,(d,) - J$(e,). From (2.67) we 
have 
+ i pi (;) + P(T” > T) + P(sup I Y”(S) -Y~(s)I > $1 1 3 (2.99) 
isI 
where 
To simplify we take c = 0; 
Jo,,@2 - J%&,J 
(2.100) 
Using (2.96) we obtain 
J”,tc4> -G(L) 
< CE(zO - To A &)X~E>r~AT + El lf(yO(B, A rO), e, A 5”) 
- V(Y"(7">9 ~")IXT~Ar;<~E<*O* 
Using the Sobolev inequality, we deduce for regular w  
Jo,t(4) - JotoL) 
< CE(rO - 5; A tg + c (I wllwm.,E[l you% A To) --YO(rOl 
+ (7O --O A ~e)]yX+~d~<'O' (2.101) 
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for some 0 < y < 1, which is less than or equal to C[E(r’ - ri A ti)]? Hence 
J”,,@,) -.I;,&) G c[E(P - 5: A T;j]y + q 1. (2.102) 
Otherwise, we approach v by regular functions and we again have 
(2.102). Hence 
Remark 2.3. We can prove in the same way that 
for any (x, t) E 3 *. 
3. RATEOF~ONVERGENCE 
We consider the V.I. 
u, E W2*‘*p(Q), 
-(au&) + A,(t) u < 0 a.e. in Q, 
u,< WY (3.1) 
(u, - w)(-@JW + A,(t) %> = 0 a.e. in Q, 
U 
Elz 
= h, 2$(x, T) = 0. 
We know that if w  2 0, then lim,,, U&X, t) = 0 on 3,. The purpose of this 
section is to show that the rate of convergence is of exponential type in this 
case. We state 
THEOREM 3.1. If the conditions of Theorem 2.3 hold and 
w>o, (3.2) 
then if 
h@(f), f) < 0, (3.3) 
4% 0 
5 P(F < T) 
= h@(f), Q) exp - i’ c@(A), A) dA; 
t 
(3.4) 
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and otherwise 
lim %(X, t> 
e-0 P(.rE < T) 






Thus (to simplify we set c = 0) 
W, 4 & VW(f), 7’) X~E< Tl
= E{ [W(f), 7Y - h(W), Q] xTc< T} + h@(S), f) ~(7” < 7’) 
= I, + h@(f), ?) P(76 < 7’). (3.9) 
We shall estimate I, separately: 
I, <Elh(y”(r” A T), fA T) - h($(?A T), fA T)[x~&<~ 
suP,<,,,IY”~s~-~~s~l<s/z 
+ W7” < T, wT I Y”(S) - Q(s)1 > VI, (3.10) 
and using Lemma 1.8 with $ G h, we have 
so 
I, < a(6) P(r’ < T) + KP(f < T, ,,“y~~ 1 y”(s) - @@)I > J/2). (3.11) 
u,(x, t) Q [WiV), fl+ 46) 
+ m”,~~~~ I y”(s) - @(s)l > (W)l f < T)l W < T> (3.12) 
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and 
U&Y 0 
P(f < T) 
< h(@(z”), f) + a(6) + KP ( sup 1 Y”(S) - Q(s)1 > $1 f” < 7)). (3.13) 
t<s<T 
Letting E -+ 0 and then 6 + 0, we obtain, using Lemmas 1.6 and 1.8, 
(3.14) 
We remark that condition (3.2) is not used to state (3.14). Now to complete 
the proof, we have (since IJI > 0) 
Proceeding as in (3.9), we obtain 
J$(O) > -a(6) P(P < T) - KP(f < T, sup I y”(s) - @@)I > d/2) 
+ h@(f), f) P(r” < T, Z’ < 0). 
So if h(fl(f)), $) < 0, we see that 
J:,(B) > - [a(d) + KP sup 1 y”(s) - g(s)1 > ; 1 rE < 
t<s<T 
- h@(f), i)] P(F < T). 
Then 
a(S)+KP(wsT\ y"(s)- $@)I 
> ; ( 7” < T)] + h@(f), t^). 




since inf, G e < T P(f ( T, r& < S) = 0. (3.18) and (3.19) yield, respectively, 
so (u,(x, wy7” < 77) 2 W(f~~ Q (3.20) 
2 (u,(x, t)/P(t” < T)) > 0. 1 (3.21) 
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THEOREM 3.2. If (3.22) and (3.2) hold, then 
and 
then 
if y is decreusing along (e(s), s), s E [t, Q], (3.24) 
%(X, t) 
~~ p(f < T) = w(Q(f~, 0 exp - 1’ c@W), 1) dJ. (3.25) 
I 
Proof. We have (we set c = 0) 
u,(x, t) = tag T Ey( yye A q, e A rE) Xe AT”< T ; (3.26) 
morever, since 
we obtain 
Y>O and XOArE<T >&“-CT, (3.27) 
(3.28) 
using Lemmas 1.6 and 1.8 again, we deduce 
u&x, t) > - [a@) + Iw$vT 1 Y”(S) - Q(s)1 2 w It” < 01. P(t” < T> 
+EI~~T~(~(~AQf,~Af)~~~<T. 
= - [a@) + KP(sup 1 y”(s) - $(S)l > 6/2 / t” < q (3.29) 
- tj$T y@(s A f)), s A ?)] P(r” < r>, 
and then 
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5 (24,(x, t)/P(z” < 79) 2 ,$i& w(O(s A 3, s A 9 (3.30) 
Now (3.25) is an easy consequence of (3.23), (3.24), and Theorem 3.1. 1 
Before showing new results, we prove 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 
HT(x, t) = id {I&); v I p(t) = x, ds) E @, t < s < TJ; (3.3 1) 
then 
ffJ &* log P(? > T) = -H&X, t). 
Proof: Let u > 0; then there exists 9, such that 
M-AJ < HA4 t> + % 
4$(t) = 4 
M4J > T for sufficiently small 6 > 0. 
so, 
P(f > T) > p ( *2ywT I Y”(S) - v,(s)l < $ 1 
and using estimate (i), we have 
thus, since v is arbitrary, 
jinJ &* log P(rE > T) > -HT(X, t). 
t-0 
Now to complete the proof, we consider the set 
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for y > 0 fixed. Then we show that 
I76 > Tl= {4Y&> By> > 61 
for sufficiently small 6 > 0. 
(3.38) 
Let us assume that we can find arbitrarily small 6 for which this is 
not so. Then there exists a sequence of curves pk: ok(f) = x, 
‘i%, min,<s<, d(a)Js), M) > 0 and 
ZIThJ < HA-G I) - Y (3.39) 
But B, is a compact subset of C”([t, T]) and so there exists rj? E B, such 
that 




W) > T, 
and this is a contradiction to the definition of H&X, t). Therefore 
I’(? > T) < P(d(y”, BY) > S) 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
and using estimate (ii), we obtain 
- 
‘ii e2 log P(r” > r) < tz e2 log P(d(yE, BY) > 6) 
Since y is arbitrary we have finally 
5 E’ log P(r’ > T) < -H,(x, t). 1 (3.43) 
Remark 3.1. A similar argument is made in [S]. 
From Section 2, we also have, if we consider the solution of the V.I. 
u, E W2’1*p(Q), 
-@z@t) + A,(t) u, < 0 a.e. in Q, 
UE< w, (3.44) 
0% - w>(-mm + M) UC> = 0 a.e. in Q, 
u &II = 0, z&(x, T) = ii(x). 
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Then 
lim u,(x, t) = 0 on 3: lg if w  2 0. 
E’O 
(3.45) 
In this case we can show 
THEOREM 3.3. If y >, 0 in Q, U> 0 in d, and general conditions of 
Theorem 2.2 hold, then 
E&i &* log UC(X, t) < X,(x, t), (3.46) 
where Hr(x, t) is as deflned in (3.31). 
Proof: We have (we set c E 0) 
since alaP = 0. So 
iij E2 log 2$(x, t) < iEj e* log P(t” > T), (3.48) 
and an application of Lemma 1.7 yields (3.33). ! 
Now, if we consider the case where 
u= ly(*, T) > 0 in 0, c E WvP(@), C(,, = 0, (3.49) 
and suppose that 
ty>k>O in Q, w E C”(Q), (3.50) 
we can again characterize u, as a maximum solutio of a V.I. in the weak 
formulation case (see, e.g., [2]). We have 
THEOREM 3.4. Zf (3.36) and (3.37) hold, then 
iii? &* log 24,(x, t) = -H,(x, t). 
Proof. We have to show that 
!irJ E2 log U,(X, t) > -HT(X, t). 
E-+0 





u,(x, t)= ,$ST JqW(Y”(@9 @Xe<,QT + W(YE(T).T)XT&>T 1 
t?=T 
= I$$T Ed.f(e), 6)kB<~EAT +&IT] (3.53) 
tJ=T 
Hence 
&l E2 log UJX, t) > !i$ E2 log P(z& > q, 
E’O 
(3.54) 
and using Lemma 1.7 we obtain (3.39). To complete the proof we use 
theorem 3.3. 1 
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